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Summary Inside: 

 Modern colocation facilities are highly reliable and less expensive than ever. 

 Many enterprises are choosing a combination of cloud and colocation in a 
shift away from “on-premises” self-operated data centers. 

 Strategies for selecting and procuring colocation space can significantly 
reduce occupancy costs and improve contract flexibility. 
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 Colocation Is Growing.   The colo industry is 
projected to grow to $100 billion by 2025, or 
14% per year.  Many enterprises choose colo as 
an economical alternative to building or 
renovating on-premises data centers, offering 
audit and compliance advantages to public cloud. 
 

 Hybrid Strategy.   58% of enterprises will use 
public cloud in the next 12 months.  Instead of 
“Colocation vs. Cloud”, many large enterprises 
choose both, spreading applications across cloud, 
colo, and legacy data centers.   
 

 Many Colocation Choices.   Selecting among 
hundreds of colo provider options can be time 
consuming and daunting. 
 

 Colo Deals Abound.   Quality colocation facilities 
are less expensive than ever, and enterprises can 
strategically negotiate to structure the best 
contract terms for their needs. 

 

 Background: IT Trends & Colocation 

 
 

44% of large 

enterprises plan to 
use colocation in the 

next 12 months; 
 

81% plan to use it 

within three years. 
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 Colocation focuses on the reliable delivery of data center space 
at a reasonable cost, but as the industry has grown (and 
improved!), many varieties are now available. 

 
 Wholesale Colocation provides customers with a private suite 

or cage and specified capacity of critical power.  Wholesale 
customers custom configure cabinets/racks with electrical 
distribution circuits, and pay occupancy fees as a function of 
power allocation, such as $120/kW/month.  Wholesale 
customers also pay for metered electricity usage, but overall 
costs (per kW of enabled capacity, including electricity) are 
usually about 40% lower than the Retail model. 
 

 Retail Colocation provides a designated number of 
cabinets/racks, including specific A+B electrical circuits, and 
electricity usage is included.  Retail premises/cages are usually 
smaller than in Wholesale colos, and Retail providers often 
offer more comprehensive and customized managed services. 
 

 Interconnect Colocation offers a broad variety of network 
connectivity options and cloud direct-connect circuits, at a 
space and cross-connect price premium to the other models. 
 

 Wholesale + Interconnect Combination. Some enterprises 
place 1-5 cabinets in an expensive Interconnect colo, coupled 
with the remainder of their computing hardware in a nearby 
cheaper Wholesale colo, using private telecom circuits for data 
transfer between facilities.  
 

 US in the Lead.  The US has almost 2,000 US colo facilities, 
comprising about 40% of the world’s total. 

 
 US Locations.  The widest variety of US colo facilities are 

located in the “Big 6” markets of Northern Virginia, Dallas, 
Chicago, SF Bay Area, NY/NJ, and Phoenix.  Many colos also 
operate in the next largest US markets: Atlanta, Boston, Austin, 
Houston, Denver, Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Portland, and 
Seattle.  Hyperscale colo with low pricing is more plentiful in 
the US than abroad. 

 
 International Colocation.  The biggest clusters of international 

colo facilities are in the ten largest worldwide “money center” 
cities, plus Dublin.  Many multi-national enterprises with on-
premises US data centers rely on colo to meet international 
computing needs.  In smaller countries, colo choices are often 
limited to telecom companies and a few local providers. 

 

Who, What and Where of Colocation 
Colo facilities are everywhere, but types, quality, services & costs vary. 

 

 

Wholesale is more 
economical, but some 

enterprises want 
managed services that 

retail providers usually do 
a better job supplying. 
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Mega-Providers.    The largest colocation providers are publicly-
traded with multi-billion dollar market capitalizations, and operate 
dozens of data centers worldwide, mostly in the largest data center 
metro areas.  Mega-Providers lead in constructing hyperscale data 
centers (recently 200,000 – 500,000 SF buildings) achieving 
industry-leading scale and operational efficiencies.  However, some 
huge colo providers don’t cater to mid-sized enterprises seeking 
comprehensive managed services. 
 
Mid-sized National & Regional Providers.   Mid-sized colo providers 
have 10-40 data centers nationally, and operate mostly 50,000 – 
150,000 SF data centers of varying age and cooling density.  Mid-
sized providers often offer superior professional and managed 
services, especially valuable to mid-sized enterprises transitioning 
to cloud.  Most Mid-sized provider data centers are as modern and 
reliable as the newest hyperscale data centers (in some cases more 
reliable, since some new Mega-Provider facilities have Tier 2 
systemic redundancies to reduce costs). 
 
Local Providers.    Especially in smaller metro areas, local providers 
with 1-5 facilities may be the only colocation options.  Local 
providers usually have smaller facilities of 20,000 – 60,000 SF, and 
infrastructure age and reliability vary widely.  Some of these 
facilities are in multi-tenant or multi-story downtown buildings, 
where physical control of critical systems infrastructure is 
challenging.  Some local providers offer excellent customization 
and professional services, which can be valuable to smaller 
enterprise customers with thinner data center staff.  
 
Multi-Site Advantage.   Especially for large enterprises, multi-site 
providers can offer the advantage of writing a single contract for 
occupancy in multiple data centers nationally (or internationally) 
without requiring new contract negotiations for every new facility 
occupancy.  This approach also offers consistency in pre-occupancy 
build-out, reporting, audit/compliance, and billing. 
 
Mergers and Consolidations.   Continuing recent trends, 
consolidations among colo providers will continue for the next few 
years.  Experienced advisors can recommend colo contract 
provisions to address potential unintended consequences from 
provider mergers. 
 

Colo Providers & Facility Sizes 
Delivering economy of scale, hyperscale has entered many colo markets. 
 

 

Choosing a colo provider 
wisely includes facility 

and commercial terms 
evaluation, plus matching 

the customer’s project 
needs with the provider’s 

operational strengths. 
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Colocation Reliability & Cooling Density 
Leading colo providers offer excellent reliability and high-density cooling. 
 

Reliability (also referred to uptime) is a cornerstone goal for all 
modern data center users, regardless of deployment size. 
 
Most leading colos have adopted a Tier 3 goal of 99.98% reliability, 
matching their corporate customer requirements. 
 
Most new colo data centers are more reliable than the legacy 
facilities they are replacing.  Many colo facilities effectively use 
sophisticated monitoring systems, and most “on-premises to colo” 
migrations result in improved overall data center reliability. 
 
Most new colocation facilities can cool 8-20 kW/cabinet including 
hot-aisle or cold-aisle containment; some even higher. 

Uptime Institute Tier Ratings and Colocation Facilities 

 Many colo data centers claim to be “Tier 3”, “substantially Tier 3”, or “Tier 3 equivalent”, so it’s important to 
understand that reference. 
 

 The Uptime Institute (www.tui.com) is a third party organization that publishes standards for data center 
design, construction and operation related to maximize operational uptime (a/k/a avoiding downtime). 
 

 TUI’s four-tier rating system ranges from Basic (Tier 1) with “N” systemic backup systems to Fault Tolerant 
(Tier 4) which incorporates design and construction standards to deliver projected uptime of 99.995%. 
 

 TUI requires that a facility must meet all definitions of a specific tier rating design to qualify for that Tier 
rating – there is no such thing in TUI’s system as “substantially Tier 3” or “effectively Tier 3”. 

 
 Few colocation data centers have received TUI certifications, and most US colocation facilities have reliability 

comparable to Tier 2 or Tier 3 designs. 
 

 Most new colo data centers, especially those in the biggest US markets, have adopted most TUI Tier 3 design 
principles.  However, many are lacking 100% Tier 3 compliance, so users are cautioned to complete thorough 
due diligence before contracting for space in a specific colo data center. 

 
 A TUI certification is not required to have a high-reliability data center; instead it is an independent 

representation from a respected third-party that design standards for a given tier have been met.   
 
 Some international markets reference reliability standards different from TUI, but TUI is the most common 

reliability standard across all markets internationally. 
 

 100% Uptime Guarantees are promoted by some colo providers as part of their Service Level Agreement, but 
the details of those SLA “guarantees” vary widely.   

 

 Experienced selection/procurement advisors evaluate facilities on reliability metrics and suggest SLA edits to 
improve downtime protections. 
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 Many colo facilities offer an attractive environmental profile 
to enterprise customers, many of whom are increasingly 
climate-responsibility focused. 

 Many modern colo facilities incorporate water-side or air-
side economization, more efficient UPS systems, and scale of 
cooling plants, delivering a lower PUE than the legacy on-
premises data centers they are replacing. 

 Many colo data centers offer renewable power contract 
alternatives, including Wind, Solar, and Hydro. 

 Many modern colo data center designs reduce water use in 
addition to reducing power use. 

 Large colo customers in non-shared data halls may be able to 
raise cooling set points, customize containment, and modify 
systemic redundancies as desired to lower PUE. 

 As solar power costs are gradually decreasing, choosing an 
affordable eco-friendly colo provider will become easier. 

 
 

“Green” Colocation 
Eco-friendly attracts attention, but isn’t consistently defined. 
 

 Electricity costs are highest in California and the northeastern 
states from Maryland to New England, moderate in the upper 
Midwest, and lower in the southern and southwestern states 
(including Texas).  Rates in a few remote Pacific Northwest 
locations with hydro power are extremely low. 

 Electricity tends to be the 2nd largest line-item cost for overall 
colo occupancy, behind only colo rent. 

 States with de-regulated supplier choice tend to have low power 
rates, and customers can reduce costs by tailoring their supply 
contract to their load profile. 

 Communities with cheap power also tend to have available land 
for data center development and low construction costs, so 
overall colo occupancy costs tend to be lowest outside California 
and the northeastern US corridor. 

 Electricity costs in most international locations are significantly 
higher than in major US markets. 

 

Electricity – A Huge Cost Variable 
Power is the 2nd largest occupancy cost for colocation customers. 
 

 

Long gone are the days 
when major data center 

users only cared about 
one kind of “green” in 

data centers: Costs. 
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 Leading colo providers realize they can win more new 
business by sharing customers’ compute with public cloud 
than trying to capture all of it. 

 Colos now offer sophisticated adoption/migration tools to 
assist customers in migrating from legacy data centers into 
their colo suites and public cloud. 

 Colo providers offer direct-connect circuits to facilitate rapid 
and economical data transfer between colo and public cloud. 

 Some colos host public cloud on their campuses, reducing 
network costs and latency between installations. 

 Colo providers offer private cloud with contract terms of 6-24 
months, shorter than typical amortization periods for owned 
on-premises hardware. 

 Colo providers have significantly increased staff to assist 
enterprise customers with migration planning. 

 Many sophisticated enterprises have learned that some public 
cloud deployments can be very expensive or challenging for 
audit/compliance reasons, and leading colo providers can 
provide assistance to users in economically shifting workloads 
and data between colos and public cloud. 

 

Cloud Adoption/Migration Tools 
Enterprises are seeking Colo + Cloud, and colo providers respond with useful tools. 
 

 Modern colo facilities have many certifications to help 
customers meet audit/compliance requirements, including 
SSAE18, PCI, HIPAA, TIA942, FedRamp, HiTrust, and SOC. 

 Colo providers have significantly increased their staff to assist 
customers on audit compliance issues. 

 Many colo providers offer additional services related to audit 
and compliance for supplemental fees, and prudent colo 
customers negotiate to get these services included at reduced 
rates before signing new colo contracts. 

 Physical control over IT assets remains a key differentiator 
between colo and public cloud.  Colo providers have improved 
their compliance initiatives to appeal to enterprises concerned 
about placing applications and data into public cloud beyond 
physical possession and full audit control. 

Certifications & Audit/Compliance 
Colo providers have vastly improved compliance processes & tools. 

 

Some national and 
regional colos offer 

superior audit/compliance 
services to differentiate 

themselves from the huge 
mega-providers. 
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1.  Scoping 
Every successful project begins with proper scoping. 
 

Colo Selection & Procurement Process 

1. Scoping 

2. Research 

5. Contracting 

4. Selection 

3. Evaluation 

 Reliability.   For most enterprises, reliability is the core data center requirement.  Is Tier 3 required, and is a TUI 
certification required? 

 Size.   How much physical space is desired for current and future cabinets?  For many enterprises, space needs 
aren’t growing when cabinet density increases, but “swing space” may be needed for hardware cycle changes. 

 Power.   How much power is needed, and how will that change over time?  For many enterprises, total power 
required is growing, but as some applications move to cloud, power needed at the colo can decrease. 

 Flexibility.   What combination of space/power and private cloud services is needed?  Wise enterprises prioritize 
flexibility in space/power planning in their scoping definitions, and creatively capture flexibility in contracts. 

 Location.   Where (and in how many locations) is colo space needed, and which locations should be considered? 
 Incentives.  Which incentives are sought in the locations under consideration? 
 Connectivity/Latency.   What are key network latency criteria, and are specific carriers and cloud direct-connect 

circuits needed? 
 Cloud Adoption.   What current/future cloud adoption and migration tools are needed? 
 Services.   What managed services (smart hands, private cloud, pen testing, incident response, backup/restore, 

audit support) are needed?  
 Audit/Compliance.   What certifications and audit/compliance practices are desired? 
 Timeline.   What are key dates in the selection, procurement, build-out, and deployment plan? 
 Advisor Assistance. Experienced advisors/brokers (like PNMCF) can assist in Scoping.  Good scoping documents 

cover many more line items than the summary in this section, and with great detail. 

 

Selection/Procurement 
tasks are most effective in 

this general progression, 
but some can be stacked 

to accelerate the process. 
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3.  Evaluation 
Review colo options to evaluate the best facility, fit, and financials for the project. 
 

 Several online databases list available colos by location, but 
only offer cursory facility information. 

 Unless the colo metro location has already definitively been 
determined, expand candidate locations for further review to 
include at least one low-cost metro area.  Compare occupancy 
costs between candidate locations. 

 Consider location and provider “tradeoffs” that may affect 
location and candidate selections (i.e. some locations may offer 
low network latency, but increase power costs). 

 Get feedback from project team members on desired attributes 
of specific facilities before preparing an RFP, so it can request 
helpful info on relevant issues. 

 Experienced advisors/brokers can prepare detailed profiles of 
prospective colo options, saving time in the selection process. 

 

 

2.  Research 
Identify colocation location and provider options meeting the project criteria. 
 

 Shortlist colo candidates to receive an RFP, and plan to send 
RFPs to 4-6 provider candidates. 

 Following RFP distribution, allow 2-3 weeks for proposal 
preparation (1st week – question deadline, 2nd week answer 
questions, 3rd week prep; this can be accelerated to 2 weeks 
for a simple cage project). 

 Compare the costs, features, and differences between colo 
facilities.  Compare costs in a Base Case “Minimum 
Commitment” and a Likely Case “Projected Commitment”.  
Ideally, also run a “Growth Case” financial comparison. 

 Ask Review Questions on facilities, team, services, pricing, 
scalability, and financial stability; request answers in a week. 

 Schedule colo tours; allow 2-3 hours per tour, or 90 minutes if 
a very simple cage requirement. 

 Try to schedule “box lunch” or beverages after tours with the 
top colo choices, so your SMEs can socialize with theirs. 

 Wise enterprises seek desirable facilities, advantageous 
pricing, competent colo staff, and a cultural/relationship fit. 

 Experienced advisors/brokers can prepare thorough RFPs 
tailored to your needs, and effectively compare the 
proposals, including available incentives.  
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 Seek a non-binding LOI to avoid financial and “other terms” re-
trades later, plus guide preparation of the contract. 

 Engage internal legal review as soon as feasible.  Corporate 
lawyers are rarely experienced in colo contract review. 

 Review the contract thoroughly, noting inconsistencies and 
preparing questions about terms, definitions, SLA standards.    

 While colo contracts appear to be boilerplates, they are 
commonly edited at the customer’s request. 

 Experienced advisors/brokers can review your proposed colo 
contract (based on hundreds of prior transactions) to offer 
valuable commentary on commercial and SLA terms, plus 
recommend skilled outside lawyers if needed. 

 Allow plenty of time for legal review, internal approvals and 
contract execution. 

 Colo negotiations and contract review will be covered in 
much more detail on a subsequent PNMCF White Paper; call 
us with any related questions in the interim. 

 

5.  Contracting 
Secure contract flexibility, services, and SLA terms to capture a long-term “win-win” deal. 
 

 Rank prospective colo facilities on multiple metrics (reliability, 
scalability, available services, pricing, etc.) 

 Choose the preliminary first, second and third choices. 
 Communicate to finalists any desired commercial terms 

modifications (pricing, flexibility, benefits, SLA, services, etc.) 
to solidify first and second choice recommendations. 

 To maximize economic concessions, don’t rush to solicit “best 
and final” pricing; patient negotiators usually do better! 

 Identify proposal terms offering flexibility (quantities of space 
and power, expansion/contraction, early termination, spend-
shift, etc.) as these will likely significantly improve overall 
usefulness and value over the contract term.  Include renewal 
options under various quantity cases in seeking flexibility.  

 Prepare a business case for the colo procurement including 
reasonable assumptions about the likely commercial terms.   

 Include a target timeline in the business case, as management 
approval can take much longer than originally planned. 

4.  Selection 
Evaluate and rank colo facilities/proposals to pick the best overall choices. 
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Cloud Direct-Connect.     Telecom circuits and related 
services which assist colo customers in efficiently 
sharing data and applications with public cloud. 

Cross-Connect.     Network interconnections between a 
colo customer and another user or telecom provider. 

Data Hall.     Non-shared customer premises within 
larger colo data center building; usually each data hall 
has its own electrical and mechanical systems not 
shared with other building phases. 

Economic Incentives.     Programs offered by state and 
local governments to entice enterprises to choose their 
location, bringing new investment and creating new 
jobs; Incentives can be hugely valuable, but are not 
always passed through to colo customers. 

Latency.     Data transmission duration from origin to 
destination and back, measured in milliseconds (round 
trip); some applications require very low latencies 
which can affect colo location decisions, while others 
aren’t as latency sensitive. 

Managed Services.     Additional services (such as 
private cloud and smart hands), provided by colo 
providers in addition to space/power, usually for a 
supplemental fee; especially valuable to businesses 
without internal IT staff near the colo location. 

Meet-Me Room.     Network room where customers can 
physically interconnect to telecom providers or other 
customers to exchange data, typically operated by the 
colo for the benefit of all customers & telecoms. 

Monthly Recurring Charges.     Occupancy costs payable 
monthly to the colo provider. 

Non-Recurring Charges.     Costs reimbursed upfront to 
the colo provider for Customer interconnection and 
premises build-out; may be negotiable depending upon 
the provider’s desire to win a new colo contract. 

Non-Shared Infrastructure.     Facility design where 
customers do not share specific critical systems 
components with other customers, comparable to 
traditional on-premises data centers; more commonly 
available for larger colo suites. 

 

 

Colocation Glossary 
Key Industry Terms 

Private Cloud.     Cloud services offered by a colo 
provider or third party, usually within the same 
building as the customer’s premises; ideal for 
businesses moving toward public cloud adoption but 
still testing application readiness, or concerned 
about control issues related to public cloud use. 

Private Suite/Cage.     Customer IT equipment 
premises physically separated from other 
customers, usually with hard walls (entire non-
shared suite) or caging with security monitoring to 
prevent unauthorized access to your equipment.  

PUE.     Power Usage Effectiveness is the industry 
measure of electricity efficiency, calculated as a 
ratio of total power consumed at the property 
(including cooling and ancillary loads) divided by the 
critical power consumed by computing equipment.  
A PUE of 1.25 indicates that for every kilowatt of 
power consumed by computing equipment another 
250 watts are consumed for cooling and 
miscellaneous facility loads. 

Redundant Electricity Circuits.     Each cabinet/rack 
is supplied by two electricity circuits, and each 
“A”and “B” circuit originates at different UPS 
modules, so if one circuit malfunctions the other 
still supplies power to the cabinet. 

Tier Ratings.     A reliability rating promulgated by 
The Uptime Institute ranging from Tier 0 (no rating – 
low reliability) to Tier 4 (extremely high reliability); 
most colo facilities are designed to the approximate 
equivalent of Tiers 2 or 3, and most colos do not 
have a formal TUI certification. 

 

MMR.  xxxxx 

 

Colocation industry 
terminology is not universal 

across all providers, 
especially internationally. 
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 Advisors/Brokers assist enterprise clients in all aspects of colo 
selection and procurement worldwide. 

 Advisors provide assistance in scoping, provide research on 
colocation markets and facilities, and help enterprises down-
select candidate providers. 

 Advisors prepare RFPs, coordinate facility tours, evaluate the 
proposals, and negotiate contract terms to improve contract 
flexibility and reduce costs. 

 As trusted, independent advisors, the Broker’s fully-disclosed 
project fee is paid by the colo provider selected; Advisor fees 
are typically far lower than the cost savings realized by the 
client through the Advisor’s involvement in the process. 

Advisors/Brokers in Colocation Procurement 
Giving corporate/enterprise users the selection & procurement advantage 
 

A B O U T  P N M C F  &  T H E  A U T H O R  

 PNMCF has assisted corporate clients in selecting and 
procuring hundreds of data centers, colo suites, and 
telecom switches in 40 states and internationally. 

 PNMCF intelligently combines real estate user-brokerage 
with highly specialized engineering, network, hazard/risk, 
and audit/compliance research. 

 PNMCF integrates facility research, market knowledge, 
and experience to help clients strategically meet their 
critical facility goals of better data center selection, 
more efficient procurement, and cost reduction. 

 PNMCF helps clients refine their data center facility 
strategies, achieve better contract flexibility, and 
improve SLA terms. 

 PNMCF doesn’t represent any data center providers in 
“marketing” their facilities – instead only representing 
users to avoid messy conflicts of interest. 

 Kirk Killian has been a leading advisor/broker on mission 
critical facility procurement since 1998, having 
represented dozens of major corporate clients including 
Wal-Mart, Citigroup, HSBC, Verizon, T-Mobile, Southwest 
Airlines, Marsh & McLennan, GE, Blue Cross, BNP Paribas, 
Acxiom, ACE/Chubb & Western Union.  He is a frequent 
presenter at industry conferences. 

 Call 214.365-2050 or email kkillian@pnmcf.com with any 
questions about this white paper or ways PNMCF assists 
corporate clients in procuring data centers worldwide.  
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